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LEFT: NDCAWS Executive Director Janelle Moos 
looks over the beginning of the morning session.
ABOVE: NCBI facilitators Heidi Wallace and 
Kristina Swanson. 

dialogue and ideas from the summit. 

This information will then be 

distributed to programs and publicized 

to raise awareness.

Representing NDCAWS were 

Janelle Moos, Executive Director, 

Stephanie Gerhardt, Training 

Coordinator, Courtney Monroe,  

Sexual Assault Program Coordinator, 

Anna McDaniel, Americorps*VISTA 

volunteer, and Jennifer Weisgerber, 

PR/Communications Coordinator.

Information about NDCAWS, 

domestic and sexual violence were 

available, and the Clothesline Project 

was displayed in the venue.

A separate project has also evolved 

from the Oil Boom Listening Summit. 

NDCAWS filmed the trip to Sidney 

and during the afternoon session of 

the summit to develop a chronicle of 

both the process and the discussion 

that took place. 

To discover some of the 
conversation of the day, check out 

our Twitter feed at www.twitter.com/

NDCAWS. Just 
scroll down to 
July 17 and look 
for the hashtag 
#heretolisten12. 

We encourage 
any futher 

online conversation on Twitter about 

oil production in communities or 

other related content to be tagged with 

the hashtag #heretolisten12 to keep the 

conversation going. 

Look for more soon on the summary 

report from the facilitators and 

updates on the video! Follow current 

news online at www.facebook.com/

NDCAWS.

MCADSV Director Kelsen Young, far right, standing, 
listens to a small group discussion in the afternoon 
regarding Montana programs. Also at the table was Forum 
Communications reporter Amy Dalrymple.
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local law enforcement, which 

would paint a more accurate 

picture.

Reporter and radio producer 

Todd Melby analyzes how fear 

compares to the facts regarding 

crime in oil country. To read the 

full Black Gold Boom article, 

go here. 

Black Gold Boom: How Oil Changed North Dakota is an 

independent, multimedia documentation and journey through 

western North Dakota -- a project by Prairie Public and Localore, 

a national initiative produced by the Association of Independents 

in Radio, with financial support from the Corporation of Public 

Broadcasting, the Wyncote Foundation, the John D. and Catherine 

T. MacArthur Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, 

and the Spence Law Firm. To experience Black Gold Boom, go to 

www.blackgoldboom.com.
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